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Program Overview
This 2-day program on TOGAF® 9 Foundation course is to provide validation that the candidate has gained
knowledge of the TOGAF terminology, structure, and basic concepts, and understands his core principles of
Enterprise Architecture and the TOGAF standard.

Duration
2-day program

Learning Objectives
Individuals certified at this level will have demonstrated their understanding of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The basic concepts of Enterprise Architecture and the TOGAF standard
The core concepts of the TOGAF 9 standard
The key terminology of the TOGAF 9 standard
The ADM cycle and the objectives of each phase, and how to adapt and scope the ADM
The concept of the Enterprise continuum, its purpose and constituent parts
How each of the ADM phases contributes to the success of Enterprise Architecture
The ADM guidelines and techniques
How architecture governance contributes to the Architecture Development cycle
The concepts of views and viewpoints and their role in communicating with stakeholders
The concept of building blocks
The key deliverables of the ADM cycle
The TOGAF reference models

Target Audience
This training is appropriate to the following audience:
•
•
•
•

Individuals who require a basic understanding of the TOGAF 9 standard
Professionals who are working in roles associated with an architecture project as those responsible
for planning, execution, development, delivery and operation
Architects who are looking for a first introduction to the TOGAF 9 standard
Architects who want to achieve level 2 certification in a stepwise approach
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Program Structure and Outline
The program is delivered using a combination of instructor-led discussion, group activities, workshops and case
study analysis, emphasizing practical implementation of the concepts discussed within the training.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Basic Concepts
Core Concepts
General Definitions
Introduction to ADM
Enterprise Continuum & tools
ADM Phases (level 1)
ADM guidelines and techniques
Architecture Governance (Level 1)
Architecture views, Viewpoints & Stakeholders
Building blocks
ADM deliverables
TOGAF Reference Models
TOGAF Certification Program

Why Choose SAS Management Inc.?
We Deliver Results
SAS Management Inc. has consistently proven its capability to deliver and exceed our clients’ expectations. We
are the only PEOPLECERT© Accredited Training Organization (ATO) in the Philippines. Our pool of consultants
and trainers are seasoned industry veterans who have above average qualifications and certifications that are
recognized globally.

We Create Value
SAS Management Inc. believes in ensuring that our services meet the intended needs of our clients. To us, it is
more than just providing training and consulting but rather ensuring that these are the things that our clients really
need. Our goal for every training course is to CREATE VALUE for your organization.

